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Welfare reformers claimed that such changes were necessary to protect the rights of taxpayers against the “criminal” predations of welfare recipients. These policy changes initiated in
1967 redefined ...
No Unnecessary Burden: Taxpayers and the Politics of Work, Family, and Welfare
Although Western universities are experiencing similar pressures, they tend to have way more resources, and a larger trained support staff to help manage the increase in students and
their demands. So ...
Reform varsities but don’t forget about welfare of staff, students
Dan Mitchell When I first looked at the issue of “basic income,” back in 2013, my gut reaction was deep skepticism. That’s because I feared ma ...
The Adverse Economic Consequences Of “Basic Income”
Inmarsat sponsored a new report which explores the future of seafaring to 2050, a report that offers not just insights on ...
Connectivity Key to Seafarer Welfare, Inmarsat Sponsored Report says
Tamil is an ancient language which jostles Sanskrit on antiquity but remains in vibrant, modern use. It is also a cultural identity.
Tamil Nadu is in need of an economic reboot
This included demographic and socio-economic data of anyone who received a welfare payment from Australia's social security system Centrelink, whether on the grounds of
unemployment, disability ...
Algorithms 22% more accurate at predicting welfare dependency
Opponents of the proposed Atlantic Shores Offshore Wind project, which would construct a wind farm with scores of turbines 9 to 10 miles off the beaches of Long Beach Island, have
frequently referred ...
Delaware Study Offers Different Perspective of Offshore Wind Farms
The killings of three young children in Maine since the start of last month, allegedly by parents, follow years in which the state has directed more resources to its child welfare system
and seen that ...
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Maine children’s killings followed years of investment in state child welfare system
Forward-looking leaders in states and cities across the country are looking at the evidence and deciding it’s time for a change.
Opinion: Time should be up for Iowa's slate of terrible tax credits
Congress will spend the next several months negotiating over which of President Biden’s ambitious tax and spending plans it can pass. Biden probably won’t get everything he wants. If
Biden can’t get ...
The best and worst of Joe Biden’s economic plans
The COVID-19 pandemic has shown how vulnerabilities in health systems can have profound implications for health, economic progress, trust in governments, and social cohesion.
Containing and mitigating ...
The impact of COVID-19 on social and welfare issues
Shipping economics and carbon emission strategies point to shorter port stays. Welfare services will become more digitally focused than physical, face-to-face contact. Lower crew
numbers and shorter ...
New Report Finds Connectivity Crucial To Seafarers’ Future Welfare Needs
A new report, co-produced by the Business School (formerly Cass), entitled 'The Cost of Inequality', has exposed the gaps in life expectancy, health, and economic opportunity between
the richest and ...
Gaps in life expectancy, health, and economic opportunity between the richest and poorest parts of England
Direct payments for the child tax credit began flowing Thursday, with millions of American families receiving their first monthly payments worth as much as $300 per child. The Treasury
Department said ...
Child Tax Credit Payments Arrive for Millions of Families
The other 3% of people receiving the tax credit are grandparents or have health issues, disputing claims the credit will become an "anti-work welfare check".
Treasury Says 97% of Those Getting Child Tax Credit Have Job, Disputing GOP Talking Point
In the half a year that Joe Biden has been president, it has become something approaching conventional wisdom that he is a boring politician, running a boring presidency that is focused
on enacting ...
The Stealthy Economic Radicalism of Biden's Boring Presidency
Rev Ntim Fordjour told the leadership and members of GNAT that teachers across the country have contributed immensely to the socio-economic development of the nation. The Teacher
Welfare App ...
GoG to address the welfare of teachers – Ntim Fordjour hints
I critiqued Biden’s proposal for a global corporate tax cartel as part of a recent discussion with South Africa’s Free Market Foundation.Here’s the segment where I explain why it
would be bad for ...
South Africa: Victim Of A Global Tax Cartel
Audrey Joslin and Marcellus Caldas, both from the College of Arts and Sciences' geography and geospatial sciences department, have received a $446,000 NSF grant to study the effects
of wildfire ...
Geographers awarded NSF grant to study effects of rural wildfires
When I first looked at the issue of “basic income,” back in 2013, my gut reaction was deep skepticism.That’s because I feared many people would drop out of the labor force ...
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